Case Report

An 83-year-old male with longstanding depression, refractory to medications, and cerebral arteriovenous malformation (AVM) was admitted to the neuropsychiatric unit for consideration of electroconvulsive therapy. The patient was found to have an AVM in the left sylvian fissure twenty years ago as part of his workup for obsessive-compulsive disorder. He eventually underwent gamma knife radiation in 2002 without further issues. Based on prior imaging, AVM has been stable in size without any evidence of new hemorrhage. He has failed extensive treatment pharmacologically and various augmentation strategies.

MRI of the brain showed hemosiderin deposition, likely related to prior bleeding, without evidence of recent bleeding. He underwent extensive consultations from geriatric medicine, neurology, and neurosurgery. Ultimately, the patient decided to defer ECT given personal concern for risk of AVM bleed. A decision was made to proceed with the use of an MAOI medication to treat his depression.

This case prompted investigation into the safety profile and potential concerns for ECT in cases of AV malformations, intracranial aneurysms, and brain lesions.

Discussion

Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) is one of the therapeutic options for treatment-refractory depression. There are no absolute contraindications for ECT; however, the literature is very limited on ECT in patients with intracranial vascular malformations. Intracranial vascular malformations include capillary malformations, cavernous angiomas, venous angiomas, and arteriovenous malformations (AVMs). There have been selected case reports but lack of randomized, prospective, or controlled clinical studies that discuss the successful course of ECT performed on patients with intracranial malformations.

The major concern is that ECT increases vascular permeability and alters the pressure gradient across already vulnerable vascular walls, which increases risk of rupture. Additional risk involving AVMs and ECT may increase risk of seizures. AVMs themselves are epileptogenic and with ECT may decrease threshold for seizures. However, naturally occurring seizures do not appear to have a dangerous effect on intracranial aneurysms.

ECT have cardiovascular effects including increases in blood pressure, heart rate, oxygen consumption, as well as changes in intracerebral pressure and blood flow. According to the American Psychiatric Association (APA) Task Force on Electroconvulsive Therapy, conditions considered at increased cardiovascular risk include: space-occupying lesions (especially those causing increased intracranial pressure), recent MI, intracerebral bleeding, or unstable vascular malformation or aneurysms. Such changes may pose theoretical concern for patients with arteriovenous malformations or intracranial malformations, whether there is increased risk of rupture when undergoing ECT treatment.

The APA Task Force on ECT cited no “absolute” contraindications to ECT but “substantial risk” to be associated with ECT for patients with space occupying or other cerebral lesions with increased intracranial pressure with bleeding or unstable vascular aneurysm or malformation. Patients with intracranial vascular lesions may be at risk for rupture, mass effect and increased morbidity and mortality.

ECT is associated with a hyperdynamic state characterized by arterial hypertension, tachycardia, and considerably increased cerebral blood flow rate and velocity. The cardiovascular side effects can alter the pressure gradient across an already more vulnerable vascular wall. These responses lead to concerns for increased risk for subarachnoid hemorrhage when an intracranial aneurysm coexists. However, there has been a paucity of reports that show ECT-related complications or rupture of intracranial aneurysms, despite approximately 4% prevalence in the adult population. Rather, ECT has been successfully performed in patients with intracranial vascular masses without adverse results. In the Journal of ECT, there was discussion that incidentally found intracerebral aneurysms in patients undergoing ECT were not of clinical significance or concern.

Beta blockade control with various agents has been utilized to control ECT-induced hypertension. Salaris et al presents additional cases of ECT performed with positive results and no adverse events. Cases included a patient with a large cerebellar venous angioma and blood pressure maintained at or below 220/120 mm Hg by beta blockade without complications. Another case discussed a patient with a 1cm aneurysm in the internal carotid artery with blood pressure maintained below 210/100 by beta blockade, also without adverse events. Additionally, ECT performed with multiple aneurysms by controlling blood pressure with nitroprusside and timolol were reported without complications. Another report showed successful ECT on a patient with a left parietal angioma without complications, when systolic blood pressure...
was maintained below 200 mmHg. A summary of published cases on the use of ECT in patients with intracranial aneurysms is summarized in an article by Malek-Ahmadi et al. 1

Another study recorded the cerebral artery flow velocity during ECT in a patient with an intracranial aneurysm. The combination of beta blockade with atenolol and intravenous infusion of sodium nitroprusside prevented tachycardia and hypertension, and greatly attenuated the expected increase in flow velocity in the middle cerebral artery. 2 Direct intrarterial pressure monitoring and transcranial doppler ultrasound was used to monitor blood pressure, which remained within 20 mmHg from control. The flow velocity was only 20% above the baseline, and the systolic arterial blood pressure was maintained below 140 mm Hg.

The discussion also indicated that potential risk factors include smoking, chronic hypertension, and use of oral contraceptives. Aneurysm size greater than 10mm was a risk factor for bleeding and aneurysm enlargement was a strong predictor for rupture. The mechanisms behind rupture were more elusive, yet it is understood that wall stress in an aneurysm is increased by elevated blood pressure. Structural fatigue may result from increased flow velocity and flow velocity may be a determinant of stress at the site of the aneurysm. 3

Additionally, coil embolization can be considered in the treatment of cerebral aneurysms as a safe and effective alternative to surgical clipping. Detachable coil embolization is performed to alleviate much of the danger presented by aneurysms. Local or general anesthesia can be used for this procedure. A catheter is inserted into an artery and then maneuvered to the aneurysm’s position. Once in position, small coils go through the catheter into the aneurysm. The body responds by forming a blood clot around the coil blocking off the aneurysm. Overall, ECT has been shown to be safe after coil embolization for a central nervous system aneurysm. 4

The authors of case and small series studies have reported on the safe use of ECT in patients with intracranial aneurysms or various AV malformations. 5-11 Patients with cerebral aneurysms and vascular malformations can be safely treated with ECT if general precautions are reviewed and monitored. Generally, neuroimaging and neurosurgery consultation should be part of the pre-ECT evaluations. In patients with hypertension, blood pressure control should be considered. For patients with intracranial aneurysms, case reports have indicated goal to keep systolic blood pressure at least <220 with preferred goal for blood pressure below 180/100. 4 Although pre-treatment with anti-hypertensive agents may reduce blood pressure peaks outside recommended range, this may not always prevent acute elevation of blood pressure induced by ECT. 5 Therefore, the decision for ECT should involve cautious review of indications with risk/benefits considered to any higher risk patient.

Further study of intracranial and systemic hemodynamics under hyperdynamic stress with various attenuating agents is necessary to evaluate the safety of ECT with aneurysms. The literature has been sparse discussing the safety profile of ECT and patients with AVM. Aneurysms in patients who anticipate ECT are still of great significance and concern, and the various reports add to the growing literature on the safety and efficacy of ECT for such patients. In general, pharmacologic treatment to decrease the arterial pressure, heart rate, and blood flow velocity, and appropriate monitoring should be considered. While such numbers do not establish unequivocal safety in this population, the ECT practitioner should continue to make a risk/benefit analysis on a case-by-case basis.

Conclusion

Electroconvulsive therapy is used to treat severe and refractory depression and mood disorders. There have been limited cases and reports on the risk of intracranial aneurysms and ECT. This case of an elderly gentleman with longstanding depression and history of AVM reviews the effects of ECT and potential risks and benefits on patients with underlying brain lesions or aneurysms.

At this time, there is limited consensus on a recommended ECT protocol for patients with intracranial aneurysms. However, literature review reports numerous cases of ECT performed in individuals with cerebral aneurysms without complications, if particular cardiovascular parameters are monitored. Surgical evaluation for correction would be advised when indicated, and pharmacological attenuation of the hemodynamic responses during ECT should be considered. Further study and evaluation of these areas are needed.
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